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Abstract

We study boundary-contact problems for elliptic equations (and systems) with interfaces
that have conical singularities. Such problems represent continuous operators between weighted
Sobolev spaces and subspaces with asymptotics. Ellipticity is formulated in terms of extra
transmission conditions along the interfaces with a control of the conormal symbolic structure
near conical singularities. We show regularity and asymptotics of solutions in weighted spaces,
and we construct parametrices. The result will be illustrated by a number of explicit examples.
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1. Introduction and formulation of the problems

1.1. Boundary-contact problems

Boundary-contact problems for partial differential equations appear in many areas of
physics, elasticity theory and the applied sciences. The domains may consist of different
components with some common parts of their boundaries (here called interfaces) with
contact conditions for the solutions. It is a natural assumption in such situations that
the interfacesS have conical, edge, or other singularities. The simplest case whenS
is smooth is well known, cf. Picone[16], Lions [14], Schechter[18], Hörmander[8],
Kupradze et al.[11], Myshkis [15].

Problems with singularities at the interfaces have been studied by several authors,
partly focused on special systems, under extra assumptions on the geometry or the
underlying dimensions, cf. Escauriaza et al.[3], Torres and Welland[22], Li and Vo-
gelius [13], Li and Nirenberg[12] (the latter paper studies the case when the interfaces
subdivide the medium in a way that there are touching points).

Boundary-contact problems for elliptic systems in a domain� ⊂ Rn+1 refer to a
subdivision of the form� = �+ ∪ �− ∪ S for open subdomains�± of � such that
�+ ∩ �− = S is an ‘interface’ of codimension 1. More precisely, we assume that
��+ = S, S ∩ �� = ∅, which has the consequence that��− = S ∪ ��. Starting from
a pair of elliptic systems of differential operatorsA± of order � in �± (with smooth
coefficients up to the respective boundaries) our problems have the form

A±u± = f± in �±, (1)

T u− = h on ��, (2)

T+u+ + T−u− = g on S. (3)

Here T is (Shapiro–Lopatinskij) elliptic with respect to the operatorA−, and T± are
trace operators of the formT± = t(T±,j )j=1,...,N ,

T±,j u± := (B±,j u±)|S (4)

for differential operatorsB±,j of order mj with smooth coefficients, defined in a
tubular neighbourhoodV of S in �. The restriction toS refers to the corresponding
plus or minus side. The trace operatorT = t(T1, . . . , TN ′) is given in an analogous
form, i.e., Tku− = Bku−|�� for smooth differential operators of orderm′

k in a collar
neighbourhood of��. The numbersN andN ′ are known from the context. For instance,
if A± areL×L-systems of operators of order 2m, then we haveN = 2mL andN ′ =
mL (under some standard conditions on the principal symbols of the operators nearS
and ��, respectively, see Agmon et al.[1]).
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The behaviour of solutions far fromS is known from the standard theory of elliptic
boundary value problems when we assume�� to be smooth, and, for instance,�
bounded.

The main focus of the present paper is the case whenS is a manifold with finitely
many conical singularities. Also other properties are of interest, e.g., edge singularities.
The applications often refer to systems rather than operatorsA±. However, the essential
parts of our methods do not depend on that aspect. So, for simplicity, from now on
we consider the caseL = 1.

First, note that when�± are bounded andS is smooth the problem (1)–(3) represents
continuous operators

A =


A+ 0

0 A−
T+ T−
0 T

 :
Hs(�+)

⊕
Hs(�−)

→

Hs−�(�+)

⊕
Hs−�(�−)

⊕⊕N
l=1 H

s−ml− 1
2 (S)

⊕⊕N ′
j=1 H

s−m′
j− 1

2 (��)

(5)

for arbitrary s > max{ml + 1
2,m

′
j + 1

2} (in the system case we would have everywhere

CL-valued analogues of the Sobolev spaces).
If S has a conical singularityv (or finitely many, where the considerations are

then analogous) it is adequate to replace the standard Sobolev spaces by weighted
Sobolev spaces and subspaces with asymptotics in corresponding stretched domains.
To have more convenient notation we setX± = �±; then S = �X+(= �X−\��)

and the stretched regions are defined by replacing conical neighbourhoods ofv ∈
S (v ∈ X±) by cylinders [0,1) × � ([0,1) × �±), where r ∈ [0,1) is the axial
variable of the respective cones with� (�±) as the base manifolds. In the present
situation � is C∞, compact and closed,�± are C∞, compact, and with common
boundary �. The global stretched ‘domains’ which include their boundary will be
denoted byX±; the stretched ‘surface’S obtained fromSby blowing up the singularity
near v (similarly as the blowing up the domains as mentioned before) then has the
property

�X+,reg = Sreg, �X−,reg = Sreg ∪ ��,

where subscript ‘reg’ denotes the stretched spaces minus the bottomsr = 0 of the corre-
sponding local cylinders (more details will be explained below). There are now weighted
Sobolev spacesHs,�(X±) and Hs,�(S) of smoothnesss and weight� (and subspaces
with asymptotics forr → 0, also to be introduced below). Then our boundary-contact
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problem in the conical situation represents continuous operators

A :
Hs,�(X+)

⊕
Hs,�(X−)

→

Hs−�,�−�(X+)
⊕

Hs−�,�−�(X−)
⊕⊕N

l=1 Hs−ml− 1
2 ,�−ml− 1

2 (S)

⊕⊕N ′
j=1 H

s−m′
j− 1

2 (��)

(6)

for arbitrary s > max{ml + 1
2,m

′
j + 1

2} and � ∈ R. The operatorsA± near r = 0 are
assumed to be of Fuchs type. Moreover, the trace operatorsT± (in (4)) have the form
of a composition of a Fuchs-type differential operator with the restriction to intS, cf.
the formulas (12), (13) below.

The programme of this paper is to solve problems of the type (1)–(3) in terms of
parametrix construction under a natural condition of ellipticity (referring to the weights)
and then to obtain regularity and asymptotics of solutions. Our technique from a suitably
adapted cone algebra approach is completely general and does not specifically refer to
special elliptic operators. The necessary material will be given in Section3. This will
be applied to some categories of examples where we explicitly determine admissible
weights and express asymptotics, cf. Section4.3.

1.2. The symbolic structure

For the case thatS is smooth the ellipticity ofA refers to a principal symbolic
hierarchy

�(A) = (��(A+), ��(A−), �tr(A), ��(A)),

whereA is regarded as an operator (5). Here,��(A±) ∈ C∞(T ∗X±\0) are the standard
homogeneous principal symbols of the operatorsA± over intX± (smooth up to respec-
tive boundaries).��(A−)(y, �) is the boundary symbol ofA− with respect to��, as is
common in the standard calculus of boundary value problem,(y, �) ∈ T ∗(��)\0. Recall
that when(y, t) is a local splitting of variables in a collar neighbourhood�� × [0,1)
of the boundary, with(�, 	) as the covariables, then the boundary symbol of the entry
A− is defined by

��(A−)(y, �) := ��(A−)(y,0, �,Dt ),

interpreted as an operator family��(A−)(y, �) : Hs(R+) → Hs−�(R+) (or, alter-
natively, S(R+) → S(R+) for S(R+) := S(R)|R+ with S(R) being the Schwartz
space). Moreover, if T = t (T1, . . . , TN ′) is given in terms of expressions
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Tku− = Bku−|��, see the notation before, we set

��(Tk)(y, �)f := (��(Bk)(y,0, �,Dt )f )
∣∣
t=0

and

��(T ) := t (��(Tk))k=1,...,N ′ .

This gives us altogether a column matrix

��(A)(y, �) :=
(

��(A−)
��(T )

)
(y, �) : Hs(R+) →

Hs−�(R+)
⊕

CN ′
, (7)

(which also makes sense for Schwartz spaces rather than Sobolev spaces).
In order to fix notation for the principal transmission symbol we choose a tubular

neighbourhoodV ⊂ � of S, i.e., an open submanifold of the formV�S × (−1,1)
with a global normal variablest ∈ (−1,+1) to S with respect to a fixed Riemannian
metric (here the metric induced byRn+1). Let V± := V ∩ X±, and letε : V− → V+
be defined byε(y, t) = (y,−t). Then we can pass to the operator

AV+ :=
A+|int V+ 0

0 ε∗(A−|int V−)
T+ ε∗T−

 . (8)

Here

ε∗(A−|int V−) := (ε∗)−1(A−|int V−)ε
∗ (9)

(with ε∗ being the function pull back underε) and

(ε∗T−)u := (ε∗B−,j |int V−)u
∣∣
S

(10)

for a functionu on V+. The operatorAV+ then represents a boundary value problem
on V+ with a boundary symbol

��(AV+)(y, �) :
Hs(R+)

⊕
Hs(R+)

→

Hs−�(R+)
⊕

Hs−�(R+)
⊕

CN
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which is the analogue (7), here for (y, �) ∈ T ∗S\0. This gives rise to our so-called
principal transmission symbol ofA, namely

�tr(A)(y, �) :
Hs(R+)

⊕
Hs(R−)

→

Hs−�(R+)
⊕

Hs−�(R−)
⊕

CN

, (11)

(y, �) ∈ T ∗S\0, obtained from��(AV+)(y, �) by push forward(ε−1)∗ to the operators
of the second column fromR+ to R−, similarly as the relation between the operators
(9), (10) (in the scalar case , i.e.,L = 1, we haveN = �).

The transmission problem (5) is called elliptic if the symbols��(A±)(x, 
) are non-
vanishing for all(x, 
) ∈ T ∗X±\0 and if the other components are bijective operators
for all sufficiently larges and all (y, �) ∈ T ∗��\0 as well as(y, �) ∈ T ∗S\0 (if
we refer to Schwartz spaces the condition ons disappears). Clearly, the definition of
the principal symbols and of ellipticity does not employ the fact thatX± (andS) are
compact. If, for instance,S has a conical singularityv we can restrict the operator (6)
to Sobolev distributions of support disjoint to{v}. Let Areg denote the corresponding
operator in this case. Then we have�(Areg) as before, i.e., the above symbols for the
configuration consisting ofX+\{v}, X−\{v} and the interfaceS\{v}. We then have to
add the corresponding principal symbols close to the conical singularityv. As noted
before we pass to the stretched domains by inserting polar coordinates centered atv.
After a translation of� we assumev = 0. The following considerations are relevant only
in a small neighbourhood of 0. LetB(ε) denote the ball of radiusε > 0 centered at 0 in
Rn+1. Assume that the intersections(X±\{0})∩B(ε) for a sufficiently smallε > 0 are
conical in the sense that we have(X±\{0})∩B(ε) = {�x : 0 < � < ε, x ∈ X±∩�B(ε))}.
Then also(S\{0}) ∩ B(ε) is conical in an analogous sense. This assumption simplifies
the formulations though it is completely superfluous; our approach is valid for the
general case as well. Let us also fixε and then omit it in the notation, i.e.,B = B(ε).
The operatorsA± in polar coordinates(r,�) near 0 have the form of operators of
Fuchs type which means

r−�
�∑

j=0

a±,j (r)(−r�r )j (12)

with coefficientsa±,j ∈ C∞([0, ε),Diff �−j (�±)) (here Diff(·) denotes the space of
all differential operators of order on the manifold in the brackets). For our methods
it is not essential that (12) comes from a smooth operator in the neighbouring space.
Similarly as (4) for the trace operators we assume

T±,lu± = rint S

(
r−ml

ml∑
j=0

b±,lj (r)(−r�r )j u±
)
. (13)
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Here rint S denotes the operator of the restriction to intS and the operator-valued
coefficientsb±,lj are elements ofC∞([0, ε),Diff ml−j (�±)). Trace operators of such a

form are induced, for instance, by the Neumann condition atS, i.e., u → rS �
�
u, with

�
�

being the differentiation in outer (with respect to�+) normal direction toS. Since

S has a conical singularity at 0,��
is discontinuous near 0, and the transformation in

stretched coordinates(r,�) just gives the right expression. To see this we assume, for
simplicity, thatS is a conical surface. There is then a� ∈ C∞(Rn+1\{0}), such that
S\{0} = {x ∈ Rn+1 : �(x) = 0}, �≷0 in �± and �(�x) = ��(x) for all � ∈ R+,

x �= 0. Then �
�

= ∑n+1
j=1

��
�xj

�
�xj

is exactly of the form

r−1
1∑

j=0

bj (−r�r )j (14)

with coefficientsbj ∈ Diff 1−j (�+).
The representation of the operators in Fuchs-type form is just the reason for the

continuity of (6) in weighted Sobolev spaces. Multiplying ther-dependent coefficients
by a cut-off function�(r) supported in[0, ε) and denoting the new coefficients as
before, up to the weight factors our operator takes the form of a Mellin operator with
operator-valued symbol. Mellin operators are motivated by the identity−r�r = M−1zM

with the Mellin transformMu(z) = ∫∞
0 rz−1u(r) dr. The complex covariablez is often

considered on the ‘weight line’

�� = {z ∈ C : Rez = �}

for some real�. The Mellin transform will also be applied to vector-valued functions
on R+, first with compact support (which gives us holomorphy inz) and then extended
to various function and distribution spaces (which is the moment to pass toMu(z)|�� ).
A Mellin pseudo-differential operator with respect to a weight� ∈ R is defined by the
expression

op�
M(h)u(r) = (2�)−1

∫
R

∫ ∞

0

(
r ′

r

) 1
2−�+i�

h

(
r, r ′, 1

2
− � + i�

)
u(r ′)dr

′

r ′
d�

with h(r, r ′, z) belonging to Hörmander’s classS�
(cl)(R+ × R+ × R�) in the scalar case

and otherwise with values in differential (or pseudo-differential) boundary or transmis-
sion problems. In the operator-valued case the covariable� = Im z plays the role of a
parameter. In our case the Mellin amplitude functions have the form

h±(r, z) =
�∑

j=0

a±,j (r)z
j or h′±,l(r, z) = r�

ml∑
j=0

b±,lj (r)z
j .
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Set h′±(r, z) := t (h′±,l(r, z))l=1,...,N . We then haveA± = r−� op
�− n

2
M (h±) and T± =

diag(r−ml )op
�− n

2
M (h′±). Thus the operatorA close to 0 has the form

A = m(r)op
�− n

2
M (h) (15)

for a matrix m(r) of weight factors, namely,m(r) := diag
(
r−�, r−�,diag(r−ml )

)
, and

the matrix of Mellin amplitude functions

h(r, z) =
 h+(r, z) 0

0 h−(r, z)
h′+(r, z) h′−(r, z)

 . (16)

The functionh(r, z) is smooth inr up to zero and takes values in the space of trans-
mission problems onSn−1 with respect to the subdivisionSn−1 = �+ ∪ �− with the
interface� = �+ ∩�+. The covariablez varies on the weight line� n+1

2 −� and is inter-
preted as a parameter. Adequate choices of� depend on the behaviour of the so-called
conormal symbol�M(A)(z) := h(0, z) which is also a parameter-dependent family of
transmission problems onSn−1, regarded as continuous operators

�M(A)(z) :
Hs(int �+)

⊕
Hs(int �−)

→

Hs−�(int �+)
⊕

Hs−�(int �−)
⊕⊕N

l=1 H
s−ml− 1

2 (�)

(17)

for real s > max{ml} + 1
2.

Summing up a boundary-contact operator (6) with an interfaceS with conical sin-
gularity has a principal symbolic hierarchy

�(A) := (��(A+), ��(A−), �tr(Areg), ��(A), �M(A)),

where�tr(Areg) was defined before.

1.3. Outline of the results

A boundary-contact operator (6) is said to be elliptic with respect to� if

(i) ��(A±) is elliptic as usual,
(ii) ��(A) is elliptic in the sense of the Shapiro–Lopatinskij condition,
(iii) �tr(Areg) is elliptic as a transmission condition,
(iv) �M(A) is elliptic with respect to the weight�.
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More precisely, in (i) the principal symbols��(A±)(x, 
) do not vanish for allx ∈ X±,

 ∈ Rn+1\{0}. In (ii) we mean the bijectivity of the family of maps (7) for all (y, �) ∈
T ∗(��)\0 (which is also standard). The ellipticity in (iii) first means the bijectivity of
�tr(Areg)(y, �) as a family of maps (11) for all (y, �) ∈ T ∗(S\{v})\0; in addition, ex-
pressing the involved operators in polar coordinates we obtain the transmission symbol
in the variablesy = (r, x′) and covariables� = (�, 
′) with (x′, 
′) belonging toT ∗�,
and then

�̃tr(A)(r, x′, �, 
′) := m(r)−1�tr(Areg)(r, x
′, r−1�, 
′)

(which is smooth inr up to zero) is required to define a family of isomorphisms

�̃tr(A)(r, x′, �, 
′) :
Hs(R+)

⊕
Hs(R−)

→

Hs−�(R+)
⊕

Hs−�(R−)
⊕

CN

up to r = 0, for any s ∈ R sufficiently large. In (iv) the ellipticity of�M(A)(z) means
the bijectivity of (17) for all z ∈ � n+1

2 −� and anys ∈ R sufficiently large.
The conditions (iii) and (iv) are natural; we will return to more details below.
The Section2 will contain the necessary material on weighted cone Sobolev spaces

with asymptotics. In Section3, we describe a pseudo-differential analogue of boundary-
contact operators. In Section4, we construct parametrices of elliptic elements (cf.
Theorem4.3) and obtain regularity and asymptotics of solutions (cf. Theorem4.6).

This will be done under some natural weight conditions which ensure elliptic reg-
ularity of solutions in weighted spaces and asymptotics in a general qualitative form.
Section4.3 is devoted to examples with explicit information on admissible weights and
exponents, logarithmic terms and coefficients of asymptotics of solutions.

Our approach to boundary-contact problems for conical singularities can be gener-
alised to a calculus with parameters. Those parameters may be variables and covariables
on an edge. In a future we intend to apply the present results to boundary-contact prob-
lems when the interface has edges.

2. Cone Sobolev spaces with asymptotics

2.1. The Mellin contribution to parametrices in weighted spaces

The regularity of solutions to our boundary-contact problems refers to a category
of weighted Sobolev spaces as they are known from Kondratyev’s work[10]. Let us
briefly recall the definition. By assumption our subdomains�± ⊂ Rn+1 have aC∞
boundary, except for the conical singularity 0. Let us omit for the moment subscripts
‘±’ and simply write�.
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For the construction we refer to polar coordinates(r,�) ∈ R+ × Sn in Rn\{0}. First
let s ∈ N, and let

Hs,0(R+ × Sn)

denote the subspace of allu(r,�) ∈ r− n
2L2(R+ × Sn) such that

(r�r )kD�
�u(r,�) ∈ r−

n
2L2(R+ × Sn)

for all k + |�|�s. Here,D�
� denotes an arbitrary differential operator of order|�| on

the sphereSn. Then, by duality with respect to the scalar product ofr− n
2L2(R+ × Sn)

and interpolation we obtainHs,0(R+ × Sn) for arbitrary s ∈ R. Moreover, we set
Hs,�(R+ × Sn) := r�Hs,0(R+ × Sn) and

Hs,�(Rn+1\{0}) := {u ∈ Hs
loc(R

n+1\{0}) : u(r,�) ∈ Hs,�(R+ × Sn)}.

This gives us finally

Hs,�(�±) := {u|�± : u ∈ Hs,�(Rn+1\{0})}.

To obtain analogous spacesHs,�(S\{0}) on a manifoldS (of dimensionn) with conical
singularity 0 we first modify the former construction for conical subsets inRn\{0} and
then glue together the local spaces, using a suitable partition of unity together with a
natural invariance property.

Going back to the notation in Section1.1 we denote the spaces on the corresponding
stretched manifolds also by

Hs,�(X±) and Hs,�(S),

respectively. Details on constructions of that kind may be found in[9,21]. Note that the
continuity (6) is a consequence of the representation of the involved operators in polar
coordinates, together with the continuity of the operator of restrictionHs,�(X±) →
Hs− 1

2 ,�− 1
2 (S) for every s > 1

2. The following simple remark is given for future refer-
ences:

Remark 2.1. (i) The operator of multiplication by a functionr��(r), � ∈ R, � ∈
C∞

0 (R+) (supported in a small neighbourhood of 0) induces continuous operators
Hs,�(X±) → Hs,�+�(X±) for all s, � ∈ R.

(ii) The operators(r�r )kD�
� induce continuous operatorsHs,�(X±) → Hs−�,�(X±)

for all s, � ∈ R.
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Similar observations are true for the weighted spaces overS. Consider as a simple
example the case

A+ = �|�+ , A− = c�|�− (18)

for a constantc �= 0, with � being the Laplace operator inRn+1, and

T± = t (T±,1 T±,2) for T±,1u := ±u|int S and T±,2u := �
�±

u|int S, (19)

where ± are the outward normal directions to the boundaries of�±\{0}. On �� we
may take any elliptic boundary condition for the Laplacian, e.g., Dirichlet conditions.
The corresponding boundary-contact problem then represents a continuous operator

A =


� 0
0 c�
T+ T−
0 T

 :
Hs,�(X+)

⊕
Hs,�(X−)

→

Hs−2,�−2(X+)
⊕

Hs−2,�−2(X−)
⊕⊕2

l=1 Hs−ml− 1
2 ,�−ml− 1

2 (S)

⊕
Hs− 1

2 (��)

(20)

for m1 = 0, m2 = 1 and everys > 3
2.

As announced before we will obtain the Fredholm property of such operators for
all real weights� except for a discrete set which can be calculated explicitly. Let us
illustrate the shape of (20) in connection with the Mellin symbols in (16). For h± we
simply have

h±(z) = c±(z2 − (n − 1)z + �Sn)

for c+ = 1, c− = c with �Sn being the Laplace operator on the sphereSn. Moreover,
h±,j are defined by

h±,1 : u → r′u and h±,2 : u → ±r′
1∑

j=0

bj z
ju

with bj as in (14) and the operator of restriction r′ to int S from the ± side. We then
obtain  � 0

0 c�
T+ T−

 = m(r)op�− n
2 (h)
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for m(r) = diag(r−2, r−2,1, r−1) and the Mellin symbolh(z) as in (16) which has
now constant coefficients.

Looking at the sphereSn which is subdivided by the smooth submanifolds�± with
common boundary� there is a spaceB�,d (�+,�−) transmission problems (of order�
and so-called typed) with respect to the interface� (more details will be given below).
The operators of this space are similar to those in the upper 3×2 part of the matrix (5).
In the present case we have� = 2 andd = 2. The general definition ofB�,d (�+,�−)
is close to that of the spaceB�,d (�) of (pseudo-differential) boundary value problems
(of order� and so-called typed) on a (here compact)C∞ manifold � with boundary�
which have the transmission property at�. Since in that kind of operators also systems
are admitted, a local reflection argument near� allows us to reduce the definition of
B�,d (�+,�−) to the case of boundary value problems, similarly as in the beginning in
connection with the operators (9), (10). The spaceB�,d (�+,�−) has a natural Fréchet
topology. In our example we have

h(z) ∈ A(C,B2,2(�+,�−))

(here A(U,E) denotes the space of all holomorphic functions in an open setU ⊆ C

with values in the Frechet spaceE).

Remark 2.2. h|�� is a family of transmission problems on the sphereSn, subdivided
into �±, with interface�, parameter-dependent elliptic with parameter Imz for z varying
on ��, for every � ∈ R. If is known from such a situation that

h(z) :
Hs(�+)

⊕
Hs(�−)

→

Hs−2(�+)
⊕

Hs−2(�−)
⊕⊕2

l=1 H
s−ml− 1

2 (�)

(21)

for s > 3
2, m0 = 0, m1 = 1, is invertible for all z ∈ C\D whereD is a discrete set

with the propertyD ∩ {c�Rez�c′} is finite for everyc�c′.

For a number of cases we will explicitly calculate the setD in Section4.3 below.
Now h−1(z) is meromorphic with values inB−2,0(�−,�+) and has poles at the points
of D. A first essential step to solve our boundary-contact problem, represented by the
operator (20), is to pass to the operator

(m(r)op
�− n

2
M (h))−1 = op

�− n
2

M (h−1)m−1(r) (22)
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which is well defined for those reals� whereD ∩ � n+1
2 −� = ∅. Sinceh has constant

coefficients we have invertibility in the sense that

{op
�− n

2
M (h−1)m−1(r)}{m(r)op

�− n
2

M (h)} = op
�− n

2
M (h−1)op

�− n
2

M (h) = I

and the same from the other side.
Observe that the operator (20) in localised form near 0 with Mellin symbols with

constant coefficients is continuous as a map

m(r)op
�− n

2
M (h) :

Hs,�(R+ × �+)
⊕

Hs,�(R− × �−)
→

Hs−2,�−2(R+ × �+)
⊕

Hs−2,�−2(R+ × �−)
⊕⊕2

l=1 Hs−ml− 1
2 ,�−ml− 1

2 (R+ × �)

for every s > 3
2 and � ∈ R as noted before (in this notation for simplicity we write

�± rather than int�±; we hope this will not cause confusion).

2.2. Asymptotics

Asymptotics of solutions (also to be expressed explicitly for specific examples) will
be formulated in terms of suitable subspaces of the weighted Sobolev spaces. The
information is of the following kind. Given a weight� ∈ R such that our operator is
Fredholm, there are sequences of triples

{(p±,j , n±,j , L±,j )}j∈N (23)

consisting ofp±,j ∈ C, n±,j ∈ N, and finite-dimensional subspacesL±,j ⊂ C∞(�±),
where

Rep±,j <
n + 1

2
− � for all j

and Rep±,j → −∞ as j → ∞, such that the components of a solution

u(r,�) = t (u+(r,�), u−(r,�)) ∈ Hs,�(X+) ⊕ Hs,�(X−)

can be written as

u±(r,�) = �(r)

J∑
j=0

n±,j∑
k=0

c±,jk(�)r
−p±,j logk r + u±,J (r,�),
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for coefficientsc±,jk ∈ L±,j . Here� is a cut-off function, i.e., an element ofC∞
0 (R+)

which is equal to 1, in a neighbourhood of 0, and the remaindersu±,J (r,�) belong to
Hs,�+�(X±) for arbitrary given� ∈ R+ and a resulting lengthJ = J (�) of the sums
over j. The so-called asymptotic types (23) depend on the operator and the boundary
conditions as well as on the dataf± and g that are assumed to be given with similar
asymptotics, cf. the formulas (1), (3).

Let us first give the definition of subspacesHs,�
P (·) of Hs,�(·) of elements with

asymptotic typeP when the space in the brackets is one of our stretched domains
X±, briefly denoted byX. It will be convenient to admit asymptotic types of finite or
infinite length

P = {(pj , nj , Lj )}j=0,...,N , N ∈ N ∪ {∞}

with pj ∈ C,

n + 1

2
− � − ϑ < Repj <

n + 1

2
− � (24)

for someϑ ∈ R+ ∪ {∞} andN finite as soon asϑ is finite, Repj → −∞ as j → ∞
for N = ∞. As before we assumenj ∈ N, andLj ⊂ C∞(�) is a subspace of finite
dimension;� is of analogous meaning as�± before. Denoting by� = [0,ϑ) the
weight interval occurring in (24) we set

Hs,�
� (X) :=

⋂
ε>0

Hs,�+ϑ−ε(X) (25)

in the topology of the projective limit. Thus (25) is a Fréchet space. LetN be finite
and fix any cut-off function�. We then form the space of singular functions belonging
to the finite asymptotic typeP

EP (X) :=
�(r)

N∑
j=0

nj∑
k=0

cjkr
−pj logk r : cjk ∈ Lj

for all 0�k�nj ,0�j �N

 . (26)

The spaceEP (X) is finite-dimensional, and we haveHs,�
� (X)∩ EP (X) = {0}. The sum

Hs,�
P (X) := Hs,�

� (X) + EP (X)
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is a Fréchet subspace ofHs,�(X), independent of the choice of�. If P is infinite we
can pass to the sequence

Pk :=
{
(p, n, L) ∈ P : n + 1

2
− � − (k + 1) < Rep <

n + 1

2
− �

}

of finite asymptotic types,k ∈ N, and setHs,�
P (X) := ⋂

k∈N Hs,�
Pk
(X) in the Fréchet

topology of the projective limit.
In a similar manner, we can define Fréchet subspacesHs,�

Q (S) of Hs,�(S) for asymp-
totic typesQ = (qj , lj , Hj )j=0,...,N for finite or infinite N, with qj ∈ C, lj ∈ N and
finite-dimensional subspacesHj ⊂ C∞(�). Concerningqj we assume Reqj < n+1

2 − �
(according ton−1 = dimS) and Reqj → −∞ as j → ∞ whenN = ∞. For finiteN
we have analogues of the spaces (26), namely,EQ(S), and the definition of the spaces
Hs,�

Q (S) is practically as before.

Proposition 2.3. Given a boundary-contact problem of the form(1)–(3) for the case
that the interface S has a singularity(at zero) the associated operators(6) restrict to
continuous operators

A :
Hs,�

P+(X+)
⊕

Hs,�
P−(X−)

→

Hs−�,�−�
R+ (X+)

⊕
Hs−�,�−�

R− (X−)
⊕⊕N

l=1 Hs−ml− 1
2 ,�−ml− 1

2
Q (S)

⊕⊕N ′
j=1 H

s−m′
j− 1

2 (��)

for every pair(P+, P−) of asymptotic types, associated with the weight� as described
before, with some resulting asymptotic types(R+, R−,Q) associated with the weights
in the respective spaces, for every s > max{ml,m

′
j } + 1

2 and � ∈ R.

Proof. It suffices to consider the entries ofA separately. Let us take, for instance, the
upper left corner which can be written in the form

�(r)r−� op
�− n

2
M (h+)�̃ + (1 − �)A+(1 − ˜̃�)

for cut-off functions�, �̃, ˜̃� such that�̃ ≡ 1 on supp�, � ≡ 1 on supp̃̃�. The Mellin
symbol h+ was defined in Section1.2. The continuity of the second summand is a
finite linear combination of expressions

H+ := �a+,j (r)(−r�r )j �̃.
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Consider, for instance, the case of finiteP+ (the infinite case then follows by letting
the length of asymptotic expansions going to infinity). We then haveHs,�

P+(X+) =
Hs,�

� (X+) + EP+(X+). The continuity ofH+ : Hs,�
� (X+) → Hs,�

� (X+) is a direct

consequence of the definition, together with the relation(r�r )kr� = r�(r�r + �)k

for every � ∈ R which shows why the flatness is preserved under the action. The
application ofH+ to EP+(X+) shows how the singular functions together with the
spaces of coefficients are transformed to a spaceER+(X+), modulo flat remainders
belonging to H∞,�−�

� (X+). The other entries can be treated in an analogous
manner. �

Remark 2.4. The asymptotic types in Proposition2.3 may be infinite or finite (in the
latter case the weight intervals� = [0,ϑ) are the same for all of them).

Set H∞,�
P (X) := ⋂

s∈R Hs,�
P (X), and defineH∞,�

Q (S) in an analogous manner. An
application of these spaces will be that parametricesP to our operators (6) have the
property

PA = I − Kl , AP = I − Kr , (27)

whereKl and Kr are smooth in the sense that they induce continuous operators

Kl :
Hs,�(X+)

⊕
Hs,�(X−)

→
H∞,�

U+ (X+)
⊕

H∞,�
U− (X−)

(28)

and

Kr :

Hs−�,�−�(X+)
⊕

Hs−�,�−�(X−)
⊕⊕N

l=1 Hs−ml− 1
2 ,�−ml− 1

2 (S)

⊕⊕N ′
j=1 H

s−m′
j− 1

2 (��)

→

H∞,�−�
V+ (X+)

⊕
H∞,�−�

V− (X−)
⊕⊕N

l=1 H∞,�−ml− 1
2

S (S)

⊕⊕N ′
j=1 H

∞(��)

(29)

for all sufficient large realss (as described before), plus analogous properties of ad-
joint for the so-called type zero ingredients cf. the notation in Section3.4 below. The
asymptotic typesU+, U−, etc. in the relations (28) and (29) depend onKl and Kr ,
respectively. The final classes of smoothing operators of typed ∈ N will be denoted
by Cd(X+,X−) while C�,d (X+,X−) will denote the space of all boundary-contact
problems on our configuration characterised by� together with the subdivision into
X± (the explicit definitions will be given below).
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3. Cone transmission operators

3.1. The structure of parametrices

We now consider the parametrices of elliptic boundary-contact problems of the form
(6) and explain the meaning of the various contributions.

Let us restrict the operators to a neighbourhood of�+ and ignore for a while

the elliptic boundary value problem

(
A−
T

)
(the parametrix for the latter operator is

standard and can be added afterwards). The remaining operator then has the form

A :=
A+ 0

0 A−
T+ T−

. Our calculus will show that there are parametrices ofA from

both sides; then left and right parametrices coincide modulo smoothing operators (that
have as the corresponding mapping properties as at the end of Sections2.2). Let us
concentrate on a parametrixP from the left (the technique from the right is analogous
and left to the reader). WriteP in the form

(
P+ G+ K+
G− P− K−

)
.

In order to describe the entries we choose cut-off functions�, �̃, ˜̃� on ther-half axis
that are equal to 1 in a neighbourhood of 0 (the conical point) such that�̃ ≡ 1 on
supp�, � ≡ 1 on supp̃̃�. Then forP± we obtain

P± = �{H± + M±}�̃ + C± + (1 − �)B±(1 − ˜̃�),

where

(i) H± andM± are Mellin pseudo-differential operators (H± of order −� with holo-
morphic symbols,M± smoothing with meromorphic symbols);

(ii) C± are smoothing operators of a similar kind as the first two diagonal entries of
Kr in the formula (29);

(iii) B± are pseudo-differential operators with the transmission property atS\{0} plus
Green operators in Boutet de Monvel’s calculus onX±\{0}.

Moreover, the operatorsK± are potential operators from the cone algebra of bound-
ary value problems on the respective sides. Finally,G± are transmission operators of
a similar structure as smoothing Mellin and Green operators in Boutet de Monvel’s
calculus in a domain with conical singularities.

Let us now have a look at the example from Section2.1. Choose a covering of� by
(relatively) open sets{Uj }j=1,2,3 (say, with smooth boundaries) such thatU1 = B(ε) for
someε > 0 (cf. the notation in Section1.2), U2 open,U2 ∩ {0} = ∅, X+ ⊂ U1 ∪ U2,
(U1 ∪ U2) ∩ �� = ∅. Let {�j }j=1,2,3 be a subordinate partition of unity, and let
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{�j }j=1,2,3 functions �j ∈ C∞
0 (Uj ) such that�j ≡ 1 on supp�j for all j. Then the

operator (20) can be decomposed into

A =
3∑

j=1

M�j
AM�j

for M�j
:= diag(�j |X+ ,�j |X−), M�j

:= diag(�j |X+ ,�j |X− ,�j |S,�j |S,�j |��)

with entries being interpreted as operators of multiplication by the corresponding func-
tions. To express a parametrix ofA we first form local parametrices of

 � 0
0 c�
T+ T−

 separately inU1 andU2 (30)

and of

(
c�
T

)
in U3 and fill them up by corresponding zeros to 2× 3 matrices of

operators. Let us denote these enlarged matrices referring toUj by Pj , such that,

P1 =
op

�− n
2

M (h−1)m−1
... 0
... 0

 ,

cf. the formula (22),

P2 =
S2

... 0

... 0


with S2 having the meaning of a parametrix of the elliptic transmission problem (30)
over U2, and

P3 =
(

0 0 0 0
0 P3 0 K3

)
,

where(P3,K3) is a parametrix of the standard elliptic boundary value problem

(
c�
T

)
in U3 in Boutet de Monvel’s calculus, cf.[2,17], or [6]. In this way we obtain the
following result:
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Theorem 3.1. Let A be our boundary-contact operator(20). Then

P =
3∑

j=1

M�j
PjM�j

is a parametrix ofA in the sense of the relations(23) and remainders

Kl ∈ C2(X+,X−), Kr ∈ C0(X+,X−).

Theorem 3.2. Consider the boundary-contact operator(20) in dimension2, and let
u± ∈ H−∞,�(X±) be a solution of

A
(
u+
u−

)
= t(f+, f−, g, b)

for f± ∈ Hs−2,�−2
(R±) (X±), g ∈ ⊕2

l=1H
s−ml− 1

2 ,�−ml− 1
2

(Q) (S), b ∈ Hs− 1
2 (��), for m1 = 0,

m2 = 1, s > 3
2, � ∈ R\{1 − �k

�−� : k ∈ Z} (subscripts with asymptotic types in brackets
mean either Sobolev spaces without asymptotics or subspaces with asymptotics of the
corresponding types). Then it follow thatu± ∈ Hs,�

(P±)(X±) (with asymptotic typesP±
that depend onR± andQ).

This result is a special case of Theorem4.6 that we prove together with the charac-
terisation of admitted weights, given in Section4.3.

3.2. Transmission operators on the sphere

As we saw in the preceding section, the main contribution to parametrices of boun-
dary-contact problems come from Mellin operators with values in a space of transmis-
sion operators on the sphereSn. In order to make the information more explicit we
now outline the basic features of the so-called transmission algebra. Transmission oper-
ators with smooth interface in a pseudo-differential set-up have been considered also by
Myshkis [15]. Here we establish a parameter-dependent calculus and give more details,
since we employ transmission operators as values of operator-valued Mellin symbols.
The sphereSn is subdivided into compactC∞ submanifolds�± with common bound-
ary �. We want to introduce a space of parameter-dependent transmission operators
B�,d (�+,�−; Rl ) of order � ∈ Z and typed ∈ N, with the parameter� ∈ Rl , l ∈ N.
For the casel = 0 we simply writeB�,d (�+,�−). By assumption�± are smooth com-
pact submanifolds ofSn with boundary�. We will explain our transmission operators
in terms of the pseudo-differential formalism of ‘standard’ boundary value problems
on a smooth manifold� with boundary�. Of course, it is not essential that� is em-
bedded in a sphere or in another smooth and closed manifoldM, but for convenience
we assume that. In addition let� be compact which is the case in our application.
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There is then the spaceL�
cl(M; Rl )tr of parameter-dependent pseudo-differential oper-

ators of order� ∈ R that have the transmission property at�. Let (y, t) ∈ Rn−1 × R

be local coordinates onM near� such thaty ∈ Rn−1 are local coordinates on� and
t the normal variable witht�0 on the �-side. Recall that a symbola(y, t, �, 	, �)
in S

�
cl(R

n−1
y × Rt × Rn+l

�,	,�) is said to have the transmission property att = 0 if the
homogeneous componentsa(�−j)(y, t, �, 	, �) of order � − j in (�, 	, �) �= 0, j ∈ N,
satisfy the condition

[Dk
t D

�
�,�a(�−j)(y, t, �, 	, �) − (−1)�−j a(�−j)(y, t,−�,−	,−�)]|t=0,(�,�)=0 = 0

for all y ∈ Rn−1, 	 ∈ R\{0}, for all k ∈ N, � ∈ Nn−1+l and all j. Let L�
cl(M; Rl )tr

denote the set of allA(�) in the spaceL�
cl(M; Rl ) of parameter-dependent pseudo-

differential operators onM with local amplitude functionsa(y, t, �, 	, �) (near�) hav-
ing the transmission property att = 0. In the following definition we denote byD any
differential operator of first order onM which has the form�t in a tubular neighbour-
hood of �. Moreover, let e+ denote the operator of extension by zero from int� to M
and r+ the restriction to int�.

Definition 3.3. The space ofB�,d (�; Rl ) (pseudo-differential) parameter-dependent
boundary value problems on� of order � ∈ Z and typed ∈ N is defined to be the set
of all families of block matrix operators

A(�) :=
(
A+ + G K

T Q

)
:

C∞(�)
⊕

C∞(�,CI )

→
C∞(�)

⊕
C∞(�,CJ )

(31)

of the form

A(�) =
(
A+ 0
0 0

)
+ G(�) + C(�) (32)

for A+(�) := r+A(�)e+ with dimensionsI, J depending on the operator and entries
as follows:

(i) A(�) ∈ L
�
cl(M; Rl )tr.

(ii) The operatorC(�) belongs toB−∞,d (�; Rl ), i.e., there is a representation

C = C0 +
d∑

j=1

Cj
(
Dj 0
0 0

)

for elementsCj ∈ B−∞,0(�; Rl ); here B−∞,0(�; Rl ) := S(Rl;B−∞,0(�)) where
B−∞,0(�) denotes the space of all operatorsC = (Cij )i,j=1,2 between the spaces
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as in (31), with C∞ kernels over� × �, � × �, � × � and � × �, respectively
(with smoothness up to the boundary).

(iii) The operatorG(�) is a block matrix(Gij (�))i,j=1,2 whereGi,j (�) for i, j = 1,2,
i+j < 4, are Schwartz functions in� ∈ Rl with values in the smoothing operators
on int�× int �, int �×�, and�× int �, respectively, whileG22 ∈ L

�
cl(�; Rl ), and

G(�) is locally near� in the coordinates(y, t) ∈ Rn−1 × R a pseudo-differential
operator alongRn−1 with operator-valued symbolg(y, �), namely,

Op(g)(�)u(y) =
∫ ∫

ei(y−y′)�g(y, �, �)u(y′) dy′ d̄�,

u ∈ C∞
0 (Rq,S(R+)), with g(y, �, �) being a Green symbol of order� and type

d, cf. the material at the end of this section.

Remark 3.4. The spaceB�,d (�; Rl ) for every� ∈ Z andd ∈ N is Fréchet in a natural
way, cf., e.g., Schrohe[19].

The operatorsA(�) ∈ B�,d (�; Rl ) have a parameter-dependent principal symbolic struc-
ture

�(A) = (��(A), ��(A))

consisting of the (usual) parameter-dependent principal symbol��(A)(x, 
, �) of the
operator in the upper left corner of (32), restricted to�, and the parameter-dependent
principal boundary symbol��(A)(y, �, �) ∈ C∞(T ∗� × Rl\0). The boundary symbol
is operator-valued in the sense of a family of operators

��(A)(y, �, �) :
Hs(R+)

⊕
CI

→
Hs−�(R+)

⊕
CJ

(33)

depending on(y, �, �) ∈ (T ∗�×Rl )\0 with 0 indicating(�, �) = 0 (in (33) we assume
s ∈ R to be sufficiently large). The definition is as follows:

��(A)(y, �, �) =
(

r+op(a′
(�))(y, �, �)e

+ 0
0 0

)
+ ��(G)(y, �, �). (34)

Here a′
(�)(y, �, 	, �) := ��(A)(y, t, �, 	, �)|t=0 in local coordinates(y, t) near the

boundary �, and ��(G)(y, �, �) is the homogeneous principal operator-valued sym-
bol in the sense of twisted homogeneity, cf. the explicit expressions at the end of this
section.
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To see the structure in some important cases, consider, for example

A(�) =
(

r+(� − �2)e+
T

)

where� is the Laplacian onM andT the operator that expresses Dirichlet or Neumann
conditions. In the Dirichlet case we have

��(T )u = u|t=0

and in the Neumann case

��(T )u = �u
�t

∣∣∣∣
t=0

for u ∈ Hs(R+), s > 3
2.

In the general calculus it makes sense to unify the orders of the operators referring
to the boundary. This will produce families of continuous operators

A(�) :
Hs(�)

⊕
Hs− 1

2 (�,CI )

→
Hs−�(�)

⊕
Hs−�− 1

2 (�,CJ )

(35)

for s > max(�, d)− 1
2. For ‘realistic’ boundary value problems this is not necessarily the

case as we saw in the example, but we can compose the operators by order reductions
on the boundary. To be more precise, if we have first continuity in the sense

A(�) : Hs(�) ⊕
I⊕

i=1

Hs−ni− 1
2 (�) → Hs(�) ⊕

J⊕
j=1

Hs−mj− 1
2 (�)

for certainnj , mj , then we can pass to the operator

diag(1, (R�j (�))j=1,...,J )A(�)diag(1, (Ri (�))i=1,...,I ), (36)

i = nj , �j = � − mj with parameter-dependent elliptic operatorsR(�) ∈ L
cl(�; Rl )

of the corresponding order which induce isomorphisms

R(�) : Hs(�) → Hs−(�)

for all s ∈ R, � ∈ Rl .
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Nevertheless in the application of the calculus below we employ the realistic orders
from the concrete problems.

The class of operatorsB�,d (�; Rl ) is nothing other than Boutet de Monvel’s space
of (pseudo-differential) boundary value problems of order� (in the sense (35)) and
type d, with parameters� ∈ Rl . More details may be found in[2,9].

As noted before the calculus may also be formulated in the context of systems in
the upper left corners. Moreover, instead of the spaceCI , CJ we could also speak
about vector bundles and distributional sections in those bundles. However, this is not
necessary for our application.

Let us now formulate the related spacesB�,d (�+,�−; Rl ) of transmission operators
(with parameters� ∈ Rl , l ∈ N; in the casel = 0 we simply writeB�,d (�+,�−))

A(�) =


A+(�) G+(�) K+(�)

G−(�) A−(�) K−(�)

T+(�) T−(�) Q(�)

 :

Hs(�+)
⊕

Hs(�−)
⊕

Hs− 1
2 (�,CI )

→

Hs−�(�+)
⊕

Hs−�(�−)
⊕

Hs−�− 1
2 (�,CJ )

. (37)

First, the operatorQ is an J × I matrix of elements ofL�
cl(�; Rl ). Moreover, the

submatrices

(
A± K±
T± 0

)
consist of operators inB�,d (�±; Rl ) as defined at the end of

this section. The most typical contribution are the Green transmission operatorsG±
of order � and typed. Let us defineG+; the minus case is similar. As before we fix
a first-order differential operatorD which is equal to�t in a tubular neighbourhood
V�� × (−1,1) � (y, t) of �. Let (Uj )j=1,...,L be coordinate neighbourhoods onM
such thatUj ∩� �= ∅ for all j and� ⊂ ⋃

Uj . Choose functions�j , �j ∈ C∞
0 (Uj ), j =

1, . . . , L such that�j ≡ 1 on supp�j for all j and
∑L

j=1 �j = 1 in a neighbourhood
of �. ThenG+ has the form

G+ =
L∑

j=1

�jG+,j�j + C+, (38)

where the ingredients are as follows:

C+(�)u =
d∑

k=0

C+,k(�)D
ku,

where

C+,k(�)v(x) =
∫
�−

c+,k(x, x̃, �)v(x̃) dx̃
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for some kernelc+,k(x, x̃, �) ∈ S(Rl , C∞(�+×�−)). Moreover, the operators,G+,j (�)
are defined as

G+,j (�) =
d∑

k=0

G+,jk(�)D
k, (39)

whereG+,jk(�) is the operator pull back of a Green transmission operator of type 0
in Rn with respect to the interfaceRn−1 under a chart�j : Uj → Rn which induces

a chart�′
j : Uj ∩ � → Rn−1 and �j (Uj ∩ �±) = R

n

±. It remains to explain the latter

notion. For simplicity we also denote the variables inRn by (y, t), wherey ∈ Rn−1,
and R

n

± is the closed half-space fort�0 and t�0, respectively. For the definition we
need a construction from the general (edge-) analysis, namely, operator-valued symbols
with twisted homogeneity.

Let H be a Hilbert space in which we have fixed a strongly continuous group
{��}�∈R+ of isomorphisms

�� : H → H, � ∈ R+

(that is, ��h ∈ C(R+, H) for every h ∈ H ).

In our application we haveH = Hs(R+), s ∈ R, with (��u)(t) = �
1
2u(�t), � ∈ R+.

In particular, for s = 0 the operators�� : L2(R+) → L2(R+) are unitary. Moreover,
if E ⊂ H is a Fréchet subspace, written as a projective limitE = lim← k∈N

Ek of

Hilbert spacesEk with continuous embeddings. . . ↪→ Ek+1 ↪→ Ek ↪→ . . . ↪→ E0 = H ,
such that{��}�∈R+ induces by restriction a strongly continuous group of isomorphisms
on Ek for every k, we talk about an action of{��}�∈R+ on E. An example for the
latter situation isH = L2(R+), E = S(R+) (= S(R)|R+), with Ek := 〈t〉−kHk(R+),
k ∈ N.

Now, if H andH̃ are Hilbert spaces with groups{��}�∈R+ and{�̃�}�∈R+ , respectively,
we have the space of symbols

S�(Rq × Rp;H, H̃ )

of all a(y, �) ∈ C∞(Rq × Rp;L(H, H̃ )) such that

sup
y∈Rq ,�∈Rp

〈�〉−�+|�|||�̃−1
〈�〉{D�

yD
�
�a(y, �)}�〈�〉||L(H,H̃ ) < ∞

for all multi-indices � ∈ Nq , � ∈ Np; 〈�〉 = (1 + |�|2) 1
2 . The subspaceS�

cl(R
q ×

Rp;H, H̃ ) of classical symbolsa(y, �) is defined by the condition that there is a
sequence of homogeneous componentsa(�−j)(y, �) ∈ C∞(Rq × (Rp\{0}),L(H, H̃ ))
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in the sense

a(�−j)(y, ��) = ��−j �̃�a(�−j)(y, �)�
−1
�

for all � ∈ R+, (y, �) ∈ Rq × (Rp\{0}), such that

a(y, �) − �(�)
N∑
j=0

a(�−j)(y, �) ∈ S�−(N+1)(Rq × Rp;H, H̃ )

for all N ∈ N. This easily extends to the case of Fréchet spaces endowed with groups
as mentioned before, in particular, whenH is a Hilbert space and̃E ⊂ H̃ a Fréchet
space,Ẽ = lim← k∈N

Ẽk. In the latter case the spaceS�
(cl)(R

q × Rp;H, Ẽ) is defined as

the intersection overk of the spaces referring toH and Ẽk. The notation ‘(cl)’ means
that we admit both the classical and the general case. In the classical case we set

��(a)(y, �) := a(�)(y, �).

Let us apply this concept for the caseH = L2(R−), Ẽ = S(R+) or H̃ = L2(R+),
E = S(R−). An elementg(y, �) ∈ C∞(Rp × Rq;L(L2(R−), L2(R+))) is called a
Green transmission symbol (from the minus to the plus side) of order� ∈ R and type
0 if it has the properties

g(y, �) ∈ S
�
cl(R

q × Rp;L2(R−),S(R+)), g∗(y, �) ∈ S
�
cl(R

q × Rp;L2(R+),S(R−)).

Here g∗ means the pointwise adjoint ofg as an operatorL2(R−) → L2(R+). An
operator functiong(y, �) : L2(R−) → L2(R+) is said to be a Green transmission
symbol (from the minus to the plus side) of order� ∈ R and typed ∈ N if

g(y, �) =
d∑

k=0

gk(y, �)
�k

�tk

for Green transmission symbolsgk of order � − k and type 0.
In the present parameter-dependent situation we now replace� by (�, �) ∈ Rn−1+l

and obtain in this way parameter-dependent Green transmission symbols. A local Green
transmission operatorG(�) of order� and typed is nothing other than a corresponding
pseudo-differential operator

G(�)u(y) := Opy(g)(�)u(y) =
∫ ∫

ei(y−y′)�g(y, �, �)u(y′) dy′ d̄�

for a Green transmission symbolg(y, �, �), u(y) ∈ C∞
0 (Rn−1, L2(R−)).
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Now the operatorsG+,jk(�) in the formula (39) are Green transmission operators of
order � − k and type 0. This completes the definition of (38).

It remains to define the Green, trace and potential operators in boundary value
problems of Boutet de Monvel’s class. As in the beginning of this section we consider
the manifold� with boundary�. Let (y, t) ∈ Rn−1 × R+ be local coordinates on�
near�. A (parameter-dependent) Green symbolg(y, �, �) is defined by the properties

g(y, �, �) = diag(1, 〈�, �〉 1
2 )g̃(y, �, �)diag(1, 〈�, �〉− 1

2 )

for a g̃(y, �, �) such that

g̃(y, �, �) ∈ S
cl(R

n−1 × Rn−1+l;L2(R+) ⊕ CI ,S(R+) ⊕ CJ ),

g̃∗(y, �, �) ∈ S
cl(R

n−1 × Rn−1+l;L2(R+) ⊕ CJ ,S(R+) ⊕ CI ).

Writing g as a block matrixg = (gij )i,j=1,2 we also callg21 a trace symbol of order
� + 1

2 and type 0 andg12 a potential symbol of order� − 1
2. Despite of this order

convention we callg a Green symbol of order� and type 0. Note that the definition
implies that the lower right corner is aJ × I matrix of classical (parameter-dependent)
symbols of order�.

A Green symbolsg(y, �, �) of order � and typed ∈ N is defined by

g(y, �, �) = g0(y, �, �) +
d∑

k=1

gk(y, �, �)diag

(
�k

�tk
,0

)
(40)

for Green symbolsgk of order � − k and type 0. From the definition of classical
symbols we see that (parameter-dependent) Green symbolsg(y, �, �) have homogeneous
components in(�, �) �= 0 of order� − j , j ∈ N. More precisely, the diagonal entries
are homogeneous of order�−j , while the trace and potential entries are homogeneous
of order � − j + 1

2 and � − j − 1
2, respectively. In particular, there is a homogeneous

principal symbol

g(�)(y, �, �) ∈ C∞(Rn−1 × (Rn−1+l\{0}),L(L2(R+) ⊕ CI ,S(R+) ⊕ CJ ))

in that sense, such thatg(y, �, �) − �(�, �)g(�)(y, �, �) is of order � − 1. If G(�) :=
Op(g)(�) is the associated pseudo-differential operator we set

��(G)(y, �, �) = g(�)(y, �, �).
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Observe that then

��(g)(y, ��, ��) = ��

(
�� 0

0 �
1
2

)
��(g)(y, �, �)

(
�−1

� 0

0 �− 1
2

)
.

We now complete Definition3.3(iii) as follows: The operatorG(�) in (32) has the
form

G(�) =
L∑

j=1

M�j
Gj (�)M�j

.

Here(�j )j=1,...,L, (�j )j=1,...,L are functions inC∞
0 (Uj ) for coordinate neighbourhoods

(Uj )j=1,...,L on � near �, Uj ∩ � �= 0, � ⊂ ⋃L
j=1 Uj , such that

∑L
j=1 �j = 1 in a

neighbourhood of�, �j ≡ 1 on supp�j for all j and M�j
and M�j

are operators of
multiplication by diag(�j ,�j |�) and diag(�j ,�j |�), respectively. Moreover,Gj (�) is
the operator pull back under a chartUj → Rn−1 × R+ of an operator Opy(gj )(�) for
some Green symbolgj (y, �, �) of the form (40). The elementsG(�) have an invariantly
defined homogeneous principal boundary symbol��(G)(y, �, �) for (y, �, �) ∈ (T ∗� ×
Rl )\0. By this we have completed (34).

The spaceB�,d (�; Rl ) is nothing other than the set of all (pseudo-differential) bound-
ary value problems of order� ∈ Z and typed ∈ N of Boutet de Monvel’s calculus,
here in parameter-dependent form, with the parameter� ∈ Rl . We also admit the case
l = 0; then we have such operators in the form from[2]. Every A(�) ∈ B�,d (�; Rl )

extends from (31) to a family of continuous operators (35) for every reals > d − 1
2

and � ∈ R+. This is a known result from the general calculus. Let us also mention the
composition property which means that

C(�) ∈ B�,d (�; Rl ), D(�) ∈ B,e(�; Rl )

entails C(�)D(�) ∈ B�+,h(�; Rl ) for h = max( + d, e), where �(CD) = �(C)�(D)

with componentwise composition. Clearly we assume that rows and columns in the
middle fit together.

An elementA(�) ∈ B�,d (�; Rl ) is said to be parameter-dependent elliptic (of order
�) if ��(A) does not vanish on(T ∗� × Rl )\0 and if the operators (33) are bijective
for all (y, �, �) ∈ (T ∗� × Rl )\0.

Let us now recall the following result. Set+ := max(,0) for any  ∈ R.

Theorem 3.5. Every elliptic A ∈ B�,d (�; Rl ) has a parametrixP ∈ B−�,(d−�)+

(�; Rl ) in the sense that

I − PA =: Kl and I − AP =: Kr
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belong toB−∞,max(d,�)(�; Rl ) and B−∞,(d−�)+(�; Rl ), respectively(I is the identity
operator in the corresponding spaces).

Results of that kind may be found in[2,6], or [17] under different assumptions on
the types. The present version with arbitrary types may be found in[9].

Remark 3.6. The definitions and results onB�,d (�; Rl ) have a straightforward exten-
sion to the case of a non-compactC∞ manifold � with boundary�. The principal
symbolic structure is as before, while the continuity refers to ‘comp’ and ‘loc’ versions
of Sobolev spaces. There is also an analogue of the composition property between
operators combined with a localisation in the middle and of Theorem3.5.

Remark 3.7. The construction of the space of (parameter-dependent) transmission op-
eratorsB�,d (�+,�−; Rl ) refers to the sphereSn, subdivided into�+,�−. A slight
modification allows us to define such spaces of transmission operators on our domain
�\{0} in R3 with respect to the decomposition

�\{0} = {(�\{0}) ∩ X+} ∪ {(�\{0}) ∩ X−}.

The interface then consists ofS\{0} and is non-compact. In other words there is a
straightforward definition of corresponding spacesB�,d (X+\{0}, X−\{0}) of transmis-
sion operators (which we need here without parameters) where the formerSn is replaced
by �, furthermore,�± by X±\{0}, and � by S\{0}.

In other words in the definition ofB�,d (X+\{0}, X−\{0}) we ignore the presence of
�� as well as of the origin, just as in the analogous case of boundary value problems
on a (not necessarily compact)C∞ manifold with boundary. The global smoothing
operators are defined in terms of kernels in a similar manner as in the compact case.
The non-smoothing ingredients are defined by local expressions and a partition of unity.
The continuity then refers to ‘comp’ and ‘loc’-analogues of Sobolev spaces.

Let us now complete the information on parameter-dependent transmission opera-
tors A ∈ B�,d (�+,�−; Rl ) by formulating the principal symbolic structure and basic
statements about ellipticity. The parameter-dependent homogeneous principal symbol is
defined as a pair

�(A) := (��(A), �tr(A))

with interior and transmission symbols��(A) and �tr(A), respectively. IfA is written
in the form (37) we set ��(A) = (��(A+), ��(A−)). In order to define�tr(A) we
proceed in a similar manner as for (11). Analogously as (8) we consider a localised
operator

AV+ =
 A+|int V+ (G+|int V−)ε

∗ K+
(ε∗)−1G−|int V+ (ε∗)−1(A−|int V−)ε

∗ (ε∗)−1K−
T+|int V+ (T−|int V−)ε

∗ Q

 ,
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which obviously belongs toB�,d (V+; Rl ), cf. Remark3.6. We then have the boundary
symbol ��(AV+)(y, �, �). By transforming back the entries in the second row and
column via the reflection mapε : R− → R+ we obtain the principal transmission
symbol of A itself, namely

�tr(A)(y, �, �) :

Hs(R+)
⊕

Hs(R−)
⊕
CI

→

Hs−�(R+)
⊕

Hs−�(R−)
⊕
CJ

, (41)

(y, �, �) ∈ (T ∗� × Rl )\0.

Proposition 3.8. Let C ∈ B�,d (�+,�−; Rl ), D ∈ B,e(�+,�−; Rl ), and assume that
weight data and dimensions in the spaces that are ofD fit to corresponding data in
the domain ofC. ThenCD ∈ B�+,h(�+,�−; Rl ) for h = max( + d, e), and we have
�(CD) = �(C)�(D) with componentwise composition.

A transmission operator (37) is called parameter-dependent elliptic if�(A±) are
elliptic as usual and if (41) is a family of isomorphisms for everys > max(�, d)− 1

2.

Theorem 3.9. Let A ∈ B�,d (�+,�−; Rl ) be elliptic. Then there is a parametrixP ∈
B−�,(d−�)+(�+,�−; Rl ) in the sense that

I − PA =: Kl and I − AP =: Kr

belong toB−∞,max(d,�)(�+,�−; Rl ) and B−∞,(d−�)+(�+,�−; Rl ), respectively.

Proposition3.8 as well as Theorem3.9 can be proved in a similar manner as the
corresponding results in boundary value problems.

3.3. Mellin operators with transmission operator-valued symbols

We now formulate a crucial contribution to the pseudo-differential analogue of
boundary-contact operators in� near the conical singularity of the interfaceS (the
origin in Rn+1). As noted in the beginning the original (differential) boundary-contact
operators have the form (15) with a B�,d (�+,�−)-valued symbol (16) (in this notation
� represents the tuple of all involved orders andd = max{ml + 1 : l = 1, . . . , N}). The
entries ofh are holomorphic inz and behave like parameter-dependent transmission
operators on(�+,�−) with parameters Imz on every line��, � ∈ R.

For the general pseudo-differential scenario we employ unified orders on the inter-
face (for concrete operators a simple reduction of orders allows us to return to the
original orders). In the following construction we use the fact thatB�,d (�+,�−) is
a Fréchet space in a natural way, cf., analogously, Remark3.4. Thus we can talk
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about A(C,B�,d (�+,�−)), the space of entire functions inz ∈ C with values in
B�,d (�+,�−). The symbols of Mellin operators contain Imz as a parameter, as we saw
in the case of differential boundary-contact operators. This is typical also in the general
case, although there are not only holomorphic but also meromorphic ingredients. In the
present section we concentrate on the holomorphic part. LetM�,d

O (�+,�−) denote the
subspace of allh(z) ∈ A(C,B�,d (�+,�−)) such thath(�+ i�) ∈ B�,d (�+,�−; Rl ) for
every � ∈ R, uniformly in compact�-intervals. For the parametrix construction below
we employ the following Mellin quantisation result:

Theorem 3.10.For everyf (z) ∈ B�,d (�+,�−;��) for any fixed� ∈ R (where Im z

is interpreted as the parameter forz ∈ ��) there exists anh(z) ∈ M�,d
O (�+,�−) such

that

h(z)|�� − f (z) ∈ B−∞,d (�+,�−;��)

and h is uniquemodM−∞,d
O (�+,�−).

An analogous result holds forf (r, z) ∈ C∞(R+,B�,d (�−,�+;��)) with a corre-

spondingh(r, z) ∈ C∞(R+,M�,d
O (�+,�−)).

The proof of Theorem3.10 is based on a kernel cut-off construction with respect to
the parameterz ∈ �� as is mentioned in a similar situation, for instance, in[9, Section
1.3.2]. Since the ideas are completely analogous, we omit the details. In Section1.2

we defined Mellin operators op�
M(h) for scalar amplitude functionsh(r, r ′, z) given for

z ∈ � 1
2−�. In a similar manner we proceed in the operator-valued case. Forh(r, z) ∈

C∞(R+,M�,d
O (�+,�−)) we have operators

r−� op
�− n

2
M (h) :

Hs,�(X+)
⊕

Hs,�(X−)
⊕

Hs− 1
2 ,�− 1

2 (S,CI )

→

Hs−�,�−�(X+)
⊕

Hs−�,�−�(X−)
⊕

Hs−�− 1
2 ,�−�− 1

2 (S,CJ )

which are continuous for alls > d− 1
2; because of the holomorphy ofh in z the weight

� is arbitrary. Observe that op
�− n

2
M (h) ∈ B�,d (�∧+,�∧−), cf. Remark3.7. Operators of the

kind �r−� op
�− n

2
M (h)�̃ for cut-off functions�, �̃ will also be interpreted as operators

between Sobolev spaces defined onX± and S, respectively (when the support of�, �̃

is sufficiently close to 0). Let us set�M(�r−� op
�− n

2
M (h)�̃) := h(0, z) interpreted as

z-dependent operators inB�,d (�+,�−), z varying on the weight line� n+1
2 −�.
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3.4. Smoothing operators with asymptotic data

The parametrices of elliptic boundary-contact problems (localised near the conical
point 0) will belong to a kind of transmission cone algebra, containing operators with
smoothing meromorphic Mellin symbols. In fact, if we start from an elliptic operator
with holomorphic Mellin symbols (say, with constant coefficients inr) h(z), we have
to pass toh−1(z) which is, in general, a meromorphic operator function. Applying
Theorem3.10 to h−1(z)|�� for some� such that�� does not contain a pole ofh−1(z)

we obtain an elementk(z) ∈ B−�,(d−�)+(�+,�−; C), and l(z) := k(z) − h−1(z), first
given on �� and of order−∞ has an extension to a meromorphic Mellin symbol of
the following class.

Definition 3.11. Let R = {(rj , nj , Nj )}j∈Z be a sequence of triples with(rj , nj ) ∈
C×N, |Rerj | → ∞ as|j | → ∞ and finite-dimensional spacesNj of operators of finite
rank belonging toB−∞,d (�+,�−) for some givend ∈ N. Then M−∞,d

R (�+,�−) de-
notes the space of all elementsf ∈ A(C\�CR,B−∞,d (�+,�−)) for �CR := ⋃

j∈Z{rj }
with the following properties:

(i) f extends to a meromorphic function with poles atrj of multiplicities nj + 1 and
Laurent coefficients at(z − rj )

−(k+1) in Nj for all 0�k�mj , j ∈ Z;
(ii) if �(z) ∈ C∞(C) is any function with�(z) = 0 for dist(z, �CR) < c0, �(z) = 1 for

dist(z, �CR) > c1 for certain 0< c0 < c1 we have

�(z)f (z)|�� ∈ B−∞,d (�+,�−;��)

for every � ∈ R, uniformly in compact�-intervals.

Every f ∈ M−∞,d
R (�+,�−) (given together with dimensionsI, J ) induces continu-

ous operators

�r− op
�− n

2
M (f )�̃ :

Hs,�
(P+)(X+)

⊕
Hs,�

(P−)(X−)
⊕

Hs− 1
2 ,�− 1

2
(S) (S,CI )

→

H∞,�−
(Q+) (X+)

⊕
H∞,�−

(Q−) (X−)
⊕

H∞,�−− 1
2

(T ) (S,CJ )

(42)

for arbitrary s > d − 1
2 and  ∈ R; here �, �̃ are cut-off functions supported in a

sufficiently small neighbourhood of 0. The subscripts(P±), (S), etc. indicate spaces
with (or without) the corresponding asymptotic types. The weight� in (42) is cho-
sen in such a way that�CR ∩ � n+1

2 −� = ∅. The transformation of asymptotic types
(P+, P−, S) → (Q+,Q−, T ) comes from the application of the meromorphic opera-
tor function f (with poles and Laurent expansions encoded byR) to the meromorphic
function M(�̃u) (having poles and Laurent expansions according to(P+, P−, S)).
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Let M−∞,d
as (�+,�−) denote the union of spacesM−∞,d

R (�+,�−) over all R as
mentioned in Definition3.11. Fix cut-off functions�, �̃ and consider operators of the
form

M := �r−�
k∑

j=0

rj op
�j− n

2
M (fj )�̃ (43)

for fj ∈ M−∞,d
as (�+,�−) with weight �j ∈ R such thatfj is holomorphic in a strip

around � n+1
2 −�j

(such �j may always be found, because the distribution of poles is

discrete), and we assume

� − j ��j �� for all j = 0, . . . , k. (44)

Then M induces continuous operators between the spaces as in (42) for � = . The
asymptotic types in this case refer to the weight interval� = [0, k + 1), k ∈ N.

Given an operatorM of the kind (43) we set

�M(M)(z) := f0(z), z ∈ � n+1
2 −�. (45)

The operators (43) belong to the structure of parametrices of elliptic boundary-
contact problems and contribute to the asymptotic properties of solutions, as we shall
see below. The choice of the cut-off functions�, �̃ as well as of the weights�j (under
the condition (44)) only affects such operators modulo so-called Green operators (of
typed). These form another important class of smoothing operators, the so-called Green
operators of typed. Such an operator induces (by definition) continuous maps

G :

Hs,�(X+)
⊕

Hs,�(X−)
⊕

Hs̃− 1
2 ,�− 1

2 (S,CI )

⊕
Hs′− 1

2 (��,CI ′
)

→

H∞,�−�
Q+ (X+)

⊕
H∞,�−�

Q− (X−)
⊕

H∞,�−�− 1
2

T (S,CJ )

⊕
H∞(��,CJ ′

)

(46)

for s, s̃, s′ ∈ R, s > d − 1
2, with asymptotic typesQ± and T, depending onG. The

operatorsG are assumed to be of the formG = G0 +∑d
k=1 Gk diag(Dk,0,0,0) for an

operatorD as in Section3.2 and Green operatorsGk of type 0 which are characterised
by the mapping properties (46), in this case for alls > −1

2, and by analogous properties
of the formal adjointG∗ (with other asymptotic types).
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Let Cd
G(X+,X−) denote the space of all Green operators of typed and C�,d

M+G

(X+,X−) the space of all operators of the form diag(M,0) + G for arbitrary G ∈
Cd
G(X+,X−) and M of the kind (43).

Note that we also have the spacesC�,d
M+G(X+,X−) for the infinite weight interval

� = [0,∞), defined as the intersection of the corresponding spaces for�k = [0, k+1),
k ∈ N.

3.5. Boundary-contact operators

The category of operatorsA that we study in this section are a pseudo-differential
analogue of the boundary-contact problems of Section1.1. Because of the expected
shape of parametrices of elliptic elements, cf. Section3.1, and in order to have the
freedom to carry out compositions within our class of operators we start with 4× 4
block matricesA = (Aij )i,j=1,...,4 which contain trace and potential operators with
respect toS and �� at the same time. In other words our operators will define maps
of operators

A :

Hs,�
(P+)(X+)

⊕
Hs,�

(P−)(X−)
⊕

Hs− 1
2 ,�− 1

2
(S) (S,CI )

⊕
Hs− 1

2 (��,CI ′
)

−→

Hs−�,�−�
(Q+) (X+)

⊕
Hs−�,�−�

(Q−) (X−)
⊕

Hs−�− 1
2 ,�−�− 1

2
(T ) (S,CJ )

⊕
Hs−�− 1

2 (��,CJ ′
)

(47)

with entries Aij acting between corresponding components of the involved spaces;
s ∈ R, s > d − 1

2.
As in Section3.1 we choose a covering of� by (relatively) open setsU1, U2, U3

and fix a subordinate partition of unity{�j }j=1,2,3 and functions{�j }j=1,2,3 with
the properties mentioned before. Let us form diagonal matricesM�j

of operators of
multiplication by functionsM�j

:= diag(�j |X+ ,�j |X− ,�j |S,�j |��) and, similarly,
M�j

. Here, �j |S, �j |�� are combined with the identity operators in spacesS and

��, respectively, and we omit these entries as soon as a corresponding dimension
I, J, . . . , is zero.

Definition 3.12. Let C�,d (X+,X−) for � ∈ Z, d ∈ N denote the space of all operators
of the form

A =
3∑

j=1

M�j
AjM�j

+ G (48)
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for arbitrary elementsG ∈ Cd
G(X+,X−) and operatorsAj as follows:

(i) A1 := diag(r−� op
�− n

2
M (h),0) + diag(M,0) for an h(r, z) ∈ C∞(R+,M�,d

O
(�+,�−)), cf. Section3.3 and an operatorM of the kind (43);

(ii) A2 := diag(A2,int,0) for an elementA2,int ∈ B�,d (X+\{0}, X−\{0}), cf. Remark
3.7;

(iii) A3 := (A3,ij )i,j=1,...,4 for an (A3,ij )i,j=2,4 ∈ B�,d (�), cf. Definition 3.3 for l = 0
and A3,ij = 0 for (i, j) �= (2,4).

The hidden data such as weight data, asymptotic types in the smoothing Mellin and
Green operators and the dimensionsI, J and I ′, J ′ are assumed to be given for every
concrete operator.

Remark 3.13. Writing A in the form (48) there is aK ∈ Cd
G(X+,X−) such that

A =
3∑

j=1

M�j
AM�j

+ K.

Theorem 3.14.Every A ∈ C�,d (X+,X−) induces continuous operators(47) for all
s > max(�, d) − 1

2 and (in the case of spaces with asymptotics) for every triple
(P+, P−, S) of asymptotic types with some resulting(Q+,Q−, T ) (depending onA,
not on s).

Remark 3.15. A slight modification of Definition3.12 allows us to define the space
C�,d (X+,X−) also for the case of boundary-contact configuration with non-compact
interfaces or non-compact�, cf. also Remark3.6. As a generalisation of Theorem3.14
we then have continuous maps between ‘comp’ and ‘loc’-versions of the corresponding
spaces.

The operatorsA ∈ C�,d (X+,X−) have a principal symbolic hierarchy which is respon-
sible for ellipticity and parametrices

�(A) = (��(A), �tr(A), ��(A), �M(A)). (49)

Here ��(A) := (��(A+), ��(A−)) is the pair of homogeneous principal symbols of
order � of the operatorsA± on X±\{0}. Incidentally we also write��(A)± instead of
��(A±). Moreover,�tr(A) is the transmission symbol ofA with respect to the interface
S\{0}, defined in the same way as in Section3.2 as an operator function

�tr(A)(y, �) :

Hs(R+)
⊕

Hs(R−)
⊕
CI

→

Hs−�(R+)
⊕

Hs−�(R−)
⊕
CJ

, (y, �) ∈ T ∗(S\{0})\0 (50)
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(recall that this does not employ the compactness of the interface).��(A) is nothing
other than the principal boundary symbol of the restriction of the operator(Aij )i,j=2,4
to a collar neighbourhood of��, namely,

��(A)(y, �) :
Hs(R+)

⊕
CI ′

→
Hs−�(R+)

⊕
CJ ′

, (y, �) ∈ T ∗(��)\0. (51)

Finally, �M(A) is the principal conormal symbol referring only to(Aij )i,j=1,2,3, defined
by

�M(A)(z) := h(0, z) + �M(M)(z),

cf. the expression (45) and Definition3.12 (ii). The conormal symbol�M(A)(z) rep-
resents a family of continuous operators

�M(A)(z) :

Hs(�+)
⊕

Hs(�−)
⊕

Hs− 1
2 (�,CI )

→

Hs−�(�+)
⊕

Hs−�(�−)
⊕

Hs−�− 1
2 (�,CJ )

, z ∈ � n+1
2 −�, (52)

s > d − 1
2, with values inB�,d (�+,�−). Interpreting the components of��(A) and

�tr(A) in a neighbourhood of 0 in polar coordinates with variables and covariables
(r,�, �, ε) ∈ T ∗(R+ × �±)\0 and (r,�′, �, ε′) ∈ T ∗(R+ × �)\0, respectively, the
expressions

�̃�(A)±(r,�, �, ε) := r���(A)±(r,�, r−1�, ε) (53)

and

�̃tr(A)(r,�′, �, ε′) := r��tr(A)(r,�′, r−1�, ε′) (54)

are smooth up tor = 0.

Remark 3.16. Let A,B ∈ C�,d (X+,X−) and assume that�(A) = �(B). ThenA–B is
compact as an operator between the spaces in (47) (with or without asymptotics).

Remark 3.17. Let A ∈ C�,d (X+,X−), B ∈ C,e(X+,X−), and assume that weight
data and dimensions in the image ofB fit to corresponding data in the domain ofA.
Then AB ∈ C�+,h(X+,X−) for h = max( + d, e), and we have�(AB) = �(A)�(B)
with componentwise composition, where�M(AB)(z) = �M(A)(z−)�M(B)(z). If A or
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B belong to the subspace of Green or smoothing Mellin plus Green operators (indicated
by subscriptsG or M + G) then the same is true of the composition.

In the non-compact case, cf. Remark3.15, we have a similar composition result
when we pass toA�B for a localising factor� in the middle, or whenA or B are
properly supported in an analogous sense as for standard pseudo-differential operators.

Comparing (47) with operators of the kind (6) which represent boundary value prob-
lems for differential operators we should have a generalisation of Definition3.12 to the
case of arbitrary order of the operators referring toS (and also to��). What concerns
the smooth boundary component�� we simply apply standard reductions of orders,
represented by diagonal matrices of elliptic operators of the kindR� ∈ L

�
cl(��), � ∈ R,

which induce isomorphismsR� : Hs(��) → Hs−�(��) for all s ∈ R, cf., analogously,
the formula (36).

Similar reductions of orders should be applied with respect toS. Since S is the
stretched manifold of a (compact) manifold with conical singularity 0 we need a cor-
responding special result such that asymptotic data near the tip of the cone are not
influenced. Such an order reduction result exists, indeed, and the corresponding theo-
rem is based on the (pseudo-differential) cone calculus onS which consists of those
continuous operators

R� : Hs,�− 1
2 (S) → Hs−�,�−�− 1

2 (S) (55)

for some given� ∈ R, that are contained in the operatorsA from Definition 3.12 (for
I = J = 1 and� = �) as the space of entriesA33 (when we writeA = (Aij )i,j=1,...,4).

Theorem 3.18.For every �, � ∈ R there exists an elliptic elementR� in the above
mentioned cone algebra onS which induces isomorphisms(55) for all s ∈ R. For
everyϑ > 0 we can chooseR� in such a way that its principal conormal symbol

�M(R�)(z) : Hs(�) → Hs−�(�)

represents a holomorphic family of isomorphisms in the stripn
2−�−ϑ < Rez < n

2−�+ϑ
and that the inverseR−� (which exists in the cone algebra with respect to� − �) has
an analogous property.

Theorem3.18 is a direct consequence of order reducing results from[7], based on
certain specific symbols from[5] with the transmission property.

Remark 3.19. Applying from both sides diagonal matrices of order reductions on
�� and S, respectively, for a suitable choice of orders we can modify the space
C�,d (X+,X−) to a space of operators where the entries referring to�� and S are
of different orders (analogously as in Douglis–Nirenberg systems). Because of the
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holomorphy of conormal symbols of the operators referring toS in a strip of arbi-
trary finite width we do not lose the essential mapping properties in subspaces with
asymptotics.

4. Asymptotics of solutions

We now pass to the ellipticity of boundary-contact operators which is based on the
principal symbolic hierarchy (49).

4.1. Ellipticity

Definition 4.1. An operatorA ∈ C�,d (X+,X−) is said to be elliptic (of order� and
with respect to the weight�) if

(i) ��(A)±(x, 
) �= 0 for all (x, 
) ∈ T ∗(X±\{0}), and �̃�(A±)(r,�, �, ε) �= 0 for all
(r,�, �, ε), (�, ε) �= 0, up to r = 0;

(ii) �tr(A)(y, �) is a family of isomorphisms (50) and �̃tr(A)(r,�′, �, ε′) is bijective
in an analogous sense for all(r,�′, �, ε′), (�, ε′) �= 0, up to r = 0;

(iii) �M(A)(z) is a family of isomorphisms (52) and all z ∈ � n+1
2 −�;

(iv) ��(A)(y, �) is a family of isomorphisms (51) for all (y, �) ∈ (T ∗(��)\0).

The conditions (ii)–(iv) are required for any sufficiently larges.

Example 4.2. The operatorA defined by (20) belongs toC2,2(X+,X−) (the notation
of orders is to be interpreted here in a corresponding generalised sense when we do not
reduce the orders onS). The weight data follow immediately from the nature of the
problem: in (20) there are no smoothing Mellin plus Green terms; so the weight intervals
in asymptotic considerations are admitted to be infinite. Concerning the dimensions we
haveI = 0, J = 2, I ′ = 0, J ′ = 1. As we shall see below there is a discrete setD of
reals such thatA is elliptic for every weight� ∈ R\D.

Theorem 4.3. Let A ∈ C�,d (X+,X−) be elliptic; there is then a parametrixP ∈
C−�,(d−�)+(X+,X−) such that

PA = I − Kl , AP = I − Kr

for elementsKl ∈ Cmax(�,d)
G (X+,X−) and Kr ∈ C(d−�)+

G (X+,X−).

According to Remark3.17 we then have�(P) = �−1(A) with componentwise in-
version (in particular,�M(A)−1(z − �) = �M(B)(z)).

Corollary 4.4. Let A ∈ C�,d (X+,X−) be elliptic. Then A induces a Fredholm
operator (47) between the corresponding spaces without asymptotic types, for alls >

max(�, d) − 1
2, where the weight� is determined by Definition4.1 (iii).
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Proof of Theorem 4.3. Similarly as in Remark3.13 we localise the operatorA in
neighbourhoodsUj , j = 1,2,3, and write

A =
3∑

j=1

M�j
AM�j

+ G.

The construction of a parametrix can be done locally inUj for j = 1,2,3, and we
may ignoreG which belongs to the ideal of smoothing operators (cf. the last statement
of Remark3.17). Then, since there is a compatibility in intersections of the open sets
we may set

P =
3∑

j=1

M�j
PjM�j

(56)

with Pj being a local parametrix ofA on Uj . The operatorA in the neighbourhoodU3
represents an elliptic operator in Boutet de Monvel’s calculusB�,d (U3). We identify
it with (Aij )i,j=2,4, ignoring smoothing operators in other entries. This gives us a
parametrixP3 ∈ B−�,(d−�)+(U3) (we will be tacitly identify P3 with a corresponding
4 × 4 block matrix by filling up the 2× 2 matrix by zeros at the remaining places).
In a similar manner, we can proceed with(Aij )i,j=1,2,3 over U2 which is elliptic in
the transmission algebraB�,d (X+ ∩ U2, X− ∩ U2) with smooth interfaceS ∩ U2. The
parametrix construction in that calculus gives us an elementP2 ∈ B�,(d−�)+(X+ ∩
U2, X− ∩ U2) (which is also filled up by zeros to the 4× 4 size). Thus it remains to
consider(Aij )i,j=1,2,3 over U1 which is the part referring to the conical singularity.
The shape ofU1 is still arbitrary, and it suffices to takeU1 = {x ∈ Rn+1 : |x| < ε} for
someε > 0. Near 0 the operator has the form

r−�� op
�− n

2
M (h)�̃ + �r−�

k∑
j=0

rj op
�j− n

2
M (hj )�̃

for cut-off functions� and �̃ near 0 and Mellin symbols

h(r, z) ∈ C∞(R+,M�,d
O (�+,�−)) and hj (z) ∈ M−∞,d

as (�+,�−)

for j = 0, . . . , k. From the ellipticity of A it follows that there is a Mellin–Leibniz
inversef (−1)(r, z) ∈ C∞(R+,B−�,(d−�)+(�+,�−;� n+1

2 −�)). Applying Theorem3.10

we can replacef (−1)(r, z) by an elementh(−1)(r, z) ∈ C∞(R+,M−�,(d−�)+
O (�+,�−))

which is also a Mellin–Leibniz inverse. For the associated conormal symbols we know
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in this construction that

h(−1)(0, z)h(0, z) = 1 + l(z) (57)

for somel ∈ M−∞,max(�,d)
as (�+,�−). This implies

h(−1)(0, z){h(0, z) + h0(z)} = 1 + m(z) (58)

for anotherm ∈ M−∞,max(�,d)
as (�+,�−). As is known from the nature of smoothing

Mellin symbols with asymptotics there is ann ∈ M−∞,d
as (�+,�−) such that

(1 + n(z))(1 + m(z)) = 1

in the sense of the composition of meromorphic operator functions for allz ∈ C. From
(58) we obtain (1 + n(z))h(−1)(0, z) = (h(0, z) + h0(z))

−1 in the same sense. The

left-hand side has the formh(−1)(0, z) + l0(z) for some l0 ∈ M−∞,(d−�)+
as (�+,�−).

By virtue of the invertibility of

�M(A)(z) = h(0, z) + h0(z)

for all z ∈ � n+1
2 −� it follows that

�M(A)−1|� n+1
2 −�

(z) = (h(−1)(0, z) + l0(z))|� n+1
2 −�

.

Choose cut-off functions�1, �̃1 such that� ≡ 1 on supp̃�1 and �̃1 ≡ 1 on supp�1.

Then, composing the operator�1 op
�− n

2
M (h(−1)(r, z) + l0(z))�̃1 from the right with

� op
�− n

2
M (h)�̃ + �

∑k
j=0 rj op

�j− n
2

M (hj )�̃ and taking into account the rules of evalu-
ating compositions of Mellin operators of that shape in the cone algebra we obtain an
expression of the form

�

1 +
k∑

j=1

rj op
�j− n

2
M (mj )

 �̃ + G

for elementsmj ∈ M−∞,max(�,d)
as (�+,�−), with suitable weights�j (in order to avoid

possible poles on the corresponding weight lines involved in the Mellin actions), and
a Green operatorG. Now the Ansatz

�

1 +
k∑

j=1

rj op
�j− n

2
M (nj )

 �̃

1 +
k∑

j=1

rj op
�j− n

2
M (mj )

� = � · Id
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modulo a Green operator allows us to calculate the elementsnj ∈ M−∞,d
as (�+,�−).

This gives us finally

�
(

1 +
k∑

j=1

rj op
�j− n

2
M (nj )

)
�̃�1 op

�− n
2

M (h(−1)(r, z) + l0(z))�̃1

= �1 op
�− n

2
M (h(−1)(r, z))�̃1 + �1

k∑
j=0

rj op
εj
M(lj (z))�̃1

modulo a Green operator, wherel0, . . . , lk ∈ M−∞,(d−�)+
as (�+,�−) are resulting

smoothing Mellin symbols. The right-hand side, composed from the right byr� is
just the desired local (left) parametrix ofA in U1 (which is finally filled up by zeros
at the appropriate places to a 4× 4 matrix P1).

Summing up, we have calculated all ingredients of the expression (56) and thus
obtained a left parametrix ofA. Analogous constructions give us a right parametrix;
hence (56) is a two-sided parametrix as desired.�

Remark 4.5. Note that (in the notation of the preceding proof) we also have

(h(0, z) + h0(z))
−1 = h−1(0, z) + f0(z) (59)

for somef0 ∈ M−∞,(d−�)+
as (�+,�−), whereh−1(0, z) denotes the inverse ofh(0, z)

as a meromorphic operator function in the complex plane which may have poles on the
reference weight line. The relation (59) easily follows from (57) by composing both
sides from the right byh−1(0, z).

4.2. Regularity with asymptotics

We now turn to the regularity of solutions in weighted spaces with and without
asymptotics. The interpretation of the subscripts in spaces of the following theorem is
as in (47).

Theorem 4.6. Let A ∈ C�,d (X+,X−) be elliptic, and let

u ∈ Hr,�(X+) ⊕ Hr,�(X−) ⊕ H−∞,�− 1
2 (S,CI ) ⊕ H−∞(��,CI ′

), (60)

r > max(�, d) − 1
2, be a solution of the equationAu = f ,

f ∈ Hs−�,�−�
Q+ (X+) ⊕ Hs−�,�−�

Q− (X−) ⊕ Hs−�− 1
2 ,�−�− 1

2
T (S,CJ ) ⊕ Hs−�− 1

2 (��,CJ ′
)

for an s > (d − �)+ − 1
2. Then we have

u ∈ Hs,�
P+(X+) ⊕ Hs,�

P−(X−) ⊕ Hs− 1
2 ,�− 1

2
S (S,CI ) ⊕ Hs− 1

2 (��,CI ′
)
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for every prescribed(Q+,Q−, T ) with resulting asymptotic types(P+, P−, S) that also
depend on the operatorA (not on s).
An analogous regularity result holds in weighted spaces without asymptotics.

Proof. From Theorem4.3 we have a parametrixP of A. Then, because of the as-
sumption onf from Au = f we can pass toPAu = Pf . Let us discuss, for instance,
the case with asymptotics, the assertion without asymptotics follows in an analogous
manner. By virtue of the continuity ofP between spaces with asymptotics, cf. Theorem
3.14, it follows that Pf is as on the left-hand side of (47) for certain resulting asymp-
totic types. Moreover, we havePAu = Iu − Klu for someKl ∈ Cmax(�,d)

G (X+,X−).
Therefore, from (60) and (46) we obtain thatKlu also belongs to a space as on the
left-hand side of (47), with some asymptotic types ands = ∞. Thus u = Pf + Klu

is as desired. �

Remark 4.7. Definition 4.1 also makes sense in the non-compact case, cf. Remark3.15.
There is then an analogue of Theorem4.3, for instance, whenA or P are properly
supported in a suitable sense (or when we localise the notion of a parametrix). This
allows us to conclude elliptic regularity of solutions with (or without) asymptotics also
in the non-compact case. In particular, ifA is an elliptic problem of the form (20),
where all entries are local operators, then we have an analogue of Theorem4.6 locally
near the conical points of our interfaceS also in the case of non-compactS.

4.3. Examples and remarks

We now specify our results for concrete boundary-contact problems, first for (1)–(3).
The corresponding operatorA is continuous in the sense (20) for every s > 3

2 and
� ∈ R. The main contribution comes from a neighbourhood of the conical point 0; the
first task is to study the principal conormal symbol. In our example we assume that the
interfaceS is conical in a neighbourhood of 0. A simple delation of variables allows
us to pass to the caseS ∩ {|x| < 1} = {�x : 0 < � < 1, x ∈ Sn ∩ S}. We consider the
casen = 1; then� = S1 ∩ S consists of two points, and after a rotation we can set

�+ = {� ∈ S1 : 0����}, �− = {� ∈ S1 : ����2�}.

The Laplace operator� in polar coordinatesr−2((−r�r )2 + ��) gives rise to the

conormal symbol�M(�)(z) = z2 + �2
�. The map (21) then has the form

h(z) =



z2 + �2
� 0

0 c(z2 + �2
�)

r′0 −r′0
r′0�� r′0��

r′� −r′�
r′��� r′���


:
Hs(�+)

⊕
Hs(�−)

−→

Hs−2(�+)
⊕

Hs−2(�−)
⊕
C2

⊕
C2

,
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where r′� denotes the operator of restriction to{0 < r < 1,� = �}, here for
� = 0, �.

As noted in Remark2.2 before, h(z) is a parameter-dependent elliptic family of
transmission problems onS1. The admissible weight� for our boundary-value problem
follow from the setD of those pointsz ∈ C whereh(z) in not bijective. That means
we ask thosez ∈ C where the problem

{
v′′+ + z2v+ = 0 v+(0) = v−(2�) v+(�) = v−(�),

c(v′′− + z2v−) = 0 v′+(0) = −v′−(2�) v′+(�) = −v′−(�)
(61)

has non-trivial solutions. Let us first verify that 0∈ D. In this case (61) has the solutions
v+ = v− = C, for an arbitrary constantC. For the casez = a+ ib �= 0 the solutions of
the equationsv

′′
±+z2v± = 0 may be represented asv± = C1±e−b�eia�+C2±eb�e−ia�,

respectively. Moreover, we havev′± = (b − ia)(−C1±e−b�eia� +C2±eb�e−ia�). From
the boundary conditions in (61) it follows that


C1+ + C2+ = C1−e−2�be2ia� + C2−e2�be−2ia�,

−C1+ + C2+ = C1−e−2�be2ia� − C2−e2�be−2ia�,

C1+e−b�eia� + C2+eb�e−ia� = C1−e−b�eia� + C2−eb�e−ia�,

−C1+e−b�eia� + C2+eb�e−ia� = C1−e−b�eia� − C2−eb�e−ia�.

An easy calculation gives us

{
C2+ = C1−e−2�be2ia� C2+ = C1−e−2�be2ia�,

C1+ = C2−e2�be−2ia� C1+ = C2−e2�be−2ia�.

Since we are looking for non-trivial solutions let us assumeC1− �= 0 (the caseC1− = 0,
C2− �= 0 is analogous). Then we obtaine−2�be2ia� = e−2�be2ia�. Because of� �= �

we haveb = 0 and e2i(�−�)a = 0, i.e., a = �

� − �
k, for k ∈ Z\{0}. Summing up we

finally obtainD =
{ �

� − �
k
}
k∈Z

.

Theorem 4.8. The boundary-contact problem(1)–(3) for the operators(18), (19) (in
dimension2) defines a Fredholm operator(20) for all s > 3

2 and all � ∈ R\{1− �k
�−� :

k ∈ Z}.

Proof. Let A denote the operator represented by the problem (1)–(3). The ellipticity
conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of Definition4.1 are obviously satisfied for our problem.
Moreover, we saw that the principal conormal symbol�M(A) = h(z) is bijective for
all z ∈ C\D. Applying Corollary 4.4 we obtain the Fredholm property for all weights
� such thatD ∩ �1−� = ∅. �
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The set

D ∩ {Rez < 1 − �} (62)

gives us more precise information about the asymptotics of solutions in the sense of
Theorem3.2. In fact, the main contribution comes from the poles ofh−1(z) which just
constitute the set (62).

Theorem 4.6 can be specialised to the present situation. In particular, letu ∈
Hs,�(X+) ⊕ Hs,�(X−) be a solution ofAu = 0. Then we haveu ∈ H∞,�(X+) ⊕
H∞,�(X−). Near the origin, in the splitting of variables into(r,�) ∈ R+ × S, we

obtain asymptotics ofu =
(
u+
u−

)
of the form

u±(r,�) ∼
∑

k∈Z\{0}, �
�−� k<1−�

c±,k(�)r
− �k

�−� + c±,00(�) + c±,01(�) logr

with coefficientsc±,k, c±,00, c±,01 ∈ C∞(�±). The second two terms only occur in the
case� < 1.

Remark 4.9. Our approach can also be applied to boundary-contact problems, with
different composites meeting, for instance, in conical points. This would be modelled
in terms of decompositions ofSn into subregions�1, . . . ,�N with smooth(and partly
common) boundaries,Sn = ⋃N

j=1 �j .

Another modification of our method also allows us to treat plane crack problems
locally near a conical singularity of the crackS which is represented, for instance,
by two intervalsS0 := {(r,0) : 0�r�1}, S� := {(r, �) : 0�r�1}, i.e., S = S0 ∪ S�
contained in�. Since S does not decompose� in this case we can consider the
Laplacian in�\S without any factorc. To determine asymptotics of solutions locally
near 0 we apply Remark4.7. Analogously as in the example in the beginning we
calculate the non-bijectivity points of the conormal symbols including multiplicities
(that are 1 in this case) as follows:

The map (21) has the form

h(z) =



z2 + �2
� 0

0 z2 + �2
�

r′0�� 0
0 r′0��

r′��� 0
0 r′���


:
Hs(�+)

⊕
Hs(�−)

−→

Hs−2(�+)
⊕

Hs−2(�−)
⊕
C2

⊕
C2

.
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Similarly as above (see also[9, Section 5.5.3]) we now solve the following problem:

{
v′′+ + z2v+ = 0 v′+(0) = v′+(�) = 0,

v′′− + z2v− = 0 v′−(2�) = v′−(�) = 0

and for the non-bijectivity points we obtain
{

�
� k
}
k∈Z

and
{

�
2�−�k

}
k∈Z

, i.e., for the

admissible weights� we have

� ∈ R

∖({
1 − �

�
k
}
k∈Z

⋃{
1 − �

2� − �
k
}
k∈Z

)
.
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